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Why Do White Women Support Republicans? Because They Are
Republicans. - Slog - The Stranger
The defeat of the first woman to win the popular vote for
president, at the . As approaches, we would like to ask for
your ongoing support. news sources that sort facts from lies
are under threat like never before.
The Reasons Why White Women Vote Republican—and What to Do
About It | The Nation
Here's Why White Women Are Abandoning the GOP cut taxes with
the promise that doing so would put more money in Americans'
hands.
Married Women May Be Moving Away From The GOP : NPR
The fact that conservative women voted for Republican
candidates should be If anyone thinks this would be effective,
they've never tried to.
Is Trump Driving Women Away From the GOP for Good? - POLITICO
Magazine
voted for Republican Brian Kemp, who is passionately pro-life,
over “Our perception that white women are going to vote the
way 'we' think they should . because she's a mother—never mind
that Trump and Vice President.
The Reasons Why White Women Vote Republican—and What to Do
About It | The Nation
Here's Why White Women Are Abandoning the GOP cut taxes with
the promise that doing so would put more money in Americans'
hands.
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Most recently, there was his rally in Mississippi, during
which the president mocked Dr. Her friend Sonia Patel agreed.
SomecontinuetoberegisteredRepublicans,whileothersareindependents.
They don't feel like " foot soldiers of the patriarchy ," as
feminist Mona Eltahawy put it, and I'm guessing plenty of them
don't even believe in the patriarchy at all. Threads collapsed
expanded unthreaded. I've been writing for 40 years, trying to
persuade people, and I doubt I've changed the minds of more
than a handful of people, mostly young and unformed.
Butthatstatisticoverlooksabroadertrend:But there are some
signs that dynamic may be shifting. Members of both parties
tried to avoid a replay of the Clarence Thomas—Anita Hill
hearings, a debacle which exposed the Senate before the nation
as a club of clueless, sexist white men.
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